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On-dose authentication (ODA) enhances security by incorporating customized molecular or 
micro-tags into each pill, preventing counterfeit products in genuine packages. ODA’s security 
relies on tag non-replication and non-reverse engineering. Combining ODA with graphical 
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF) promises maximum security. PUF uses intrinsic micro or 
nanoscale randomness as a unique ‘fingerprint’. However, current graphical PUFs have limitations 
like specific illumination requirements and the use of toxic materials, restricting their use in 
pharmaceuticals.
In this study, we propose a novel approach called on-dose PUF. This method involves embedding 
microspheres randomly within micro biocompatible hydrogel particles. We showcase two distinct 
types of such on-dose PUFs. The first type utilizes randomly distributed superparamagnetic 
colloids (SPC) of identical diameters, while the second type utilizes vortexed sunflower oil 
drops of various diameters. The diameter and coordinates of the microspheres serve as input for 
generating cryptographic keys. A universal circle identification and binning program is used for 
extracting this information. One advantage of this approach is that it enables imaging using white 
light illumination and low-magnification microscopy, as color and signal intensity information are 
not crucial. This method enables patients to verify their medication by using their mobile phones 
from home.
To assess the performance of the proposed on-dose PUF, we conducted canonical investigations 
on the single-diameter system. This system can only generate one layer of cryptographic keys, 
making it potentially more vulnerable than the multiple-diameter system. However, the single-
diameter system successfully passed NIST Statistical tests and exhibited sufficient randomness, 
ideal bit uniformity, Hamming distance, and device uniqueness. Furthermore, we found that 
the encoding capacity of the single-diameter system was 9.2 × 1018, providing ample labeling 
potential.

1. Introduction

Counterfeit food and pharmaceuticals are a global threat with dire consequences to the health of millions worldwide [1]. The 
already existing measures such as barcodes, QR codes, and serial numbers on the packaging do not alleviate the problem as they 
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can be easily reproduced by counterfeiters. More than that, elaborate packaging would cause the overuse of plastics and exacerbate 
environmental issues.

To combat rampant counterfeiting on packaging, on-dose authentication (ODA) tags were introduced. ODA tags are usually 
biocompatible and directly embedded into the end products themselves to enable verification of their origin and safety even in 
the absence of packaging. A few prototypes of ODA tags, from microtaggants [2–6] to macro films [7,8] including various on-dose 
printing technologies [9–11] have been demonstrated in recent years. ODA tags are a more robust, resilient, and environmentally 
friendly alternative to traditional authentication protocols, as they are integrated into solid drugs rather than relying on packaging 
[12]. However, ODA tags may not yet be at the highest level of safety. For instance, barcodes produced by flow lithography [3,5] are 
susceptible to cracking and cloning by sophisticated criminals who have access to the same techniques. In this case, a combination 
with Physical Unclonable Functions (PUF), i.e., an on-dose PUF that creates an authentication system that cannot be duplicated, is 
considered an effective solution [7].

Originally developed for hardware and information security, PUF has been an important component for highly secure anti-
counterfeiting systems since it was first introduced by Pappu et al. [13]. PUFs come in varied forms [14], including silicon-based 
PUFs, ring Oscillator PUFs, SRAM PUFs, biometric PUFs, and optical PUFs. Each type of PUF employs specific mechanisms to produce 
distinct identifiers. Recently, optical PUF was successfully translated by Leem et al. [7] for tagging pharmaceuticals. To avoid any 
confusion, the term PUF in this study only refers to physical optical tags for authentication that utilize intrinsic randomness at the 
microscale or nanoscale introduced during fabrication processes as a unique ‘fingerprint’ [15].

PUF is usually described as a black box [16] through which input challenges are passed and output responses are returned. 
It is almost impossible to generate two identical output responses because the PUF tags are fabricated via chemical methods in a 
stochastic process. By raising the system entropy, the randomness of the resulting PUF tags is immensely increased and consequently 
ensures the uniqueness of each tag. In this way, it is easy to create but extremely difficult or expensive to clone a particular PUF tag, 
even using the manufacturer’s methods [16]. Since responses are unpredictable, the authentication is secured.

If we view the PUF tag as a type of physical lock, the encoding process, which involves generating a response based on an input 
challenge, can be thought of as creating a key. It usually involves steps such as the acquisition and digitization of graphical patterns. 
Taking the example of the PUF system using fluorescent proteins for tagging pharmaceuticals as mentioned above [7], a fluorescence 
microscope is used under various excitation wavelengths (inputs) to get corresponding unique images (outputs). These images are 
further digitized into a corresponding cryptographic key, or a ‘digital key’, via a particular algorithm. This key is stored in a secure 
database prior to labeling. To authenticate, a key produced by a certain ‘physical lock’ is compared to the ‘digital key’ in the database. 
If two keys match, the labeled product can be considered genuine.

Moreover, a PUF can be created to have an exponential number of input challenge-output response pairs for high security. The 
end-users can retrieve all the information about the medicine such as the origin, expiry date, side effects, etc. from a database by 
using a particular reader which will produce the output after scanning the tag and matching it with the stored ‘digital keys’.

The fabrication process, image acquisition, and digitization algorithm are crucial to avoid any false reading of on-dose PUF tags. 
On top of that, the materials adopted should be completely biocompatible. Efforts to prevent counterfeiting using on-dose PUF tags 
are still in the early stages of development, and there have been few published studies on the topic. Regrettably, the key factors 
mentioned above have not yet been fully met for practical application.

Material selection stands as the primary consideration. To date, PUF is reported to have been fabricated with carbon nanotubes 
[17], cholesteric liquid crystal [18], lanthanide (III) ion dopants [19], rare-earth upconversion nanocrystals [20], and long-lasting 
fluorescent nanoparticles called quantum dots [21]. Unfortunately, most of these ingredients are toxic and hence forbidden for 
pharmaceutical applications. Ensuring biocompatibility is crucial in on-dose authentication. Recently, colloidal metal nanoparticles 
[22–25] have been introduced as an alternative ingredient for on-dose PUF. While certain studies claim the bio-safety of the afore-
mentioned materials, no direct biological toxicity assessments have been conducted specifically regarding PUF. Prior to on-field 
application, it is imperative to conduct toxicity testing. Esidir et al. [26] introduced a food-grade PUF based on fluorescent dye-
embedded corn starch particles. However, another general problem that arises from fluorescent dyes is the short lifetime due to 
their easy quenching under improper storage [19]. In this case, the response tends to be unreliable, which can lead to incorrect 
determinations regarding authenticity. Lately, silk, acknowledged for its safety in general use (known as GRAS according to the 
FDA), has been favored by researchers in the field of on-dose authentication due to its biological safety and ease of genetic hybridiza-
tion [7,27–29]. Additionally, biocompatible Polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA) [30] demonstrates promising potential [5,31]. 
We look forward to embracing more materials from the GRAS category in this application field, to circumvent the time-consuming 
and costly toxicological studies [32].

The selection of material further restrains the method of image capture. For instance, fluorescent PUF tags are specifically acquired 
via fluorescence microscopy while metal nanoparticles and liquid crystal PUF need to be observed under a dark field microscope, or a 
Raman microscope [24,27,33,34]. Specifically, Demirok et al. [35] presented a PUF system based on alloy nanowires that can be read 
in multiple manners including X-ray fluorescence spectrometer, electrochemical microscope, and magnetometer. These techniques 
were thought to enhance the overall security of the PUF system. However, such sophisticated and bulky appliances constrain the 
readout to advanced labs. As a result, the reading cost unavoidably increases tremendously when every pharmaceutical tablet needs 
to be labeled.

For practical applications, one needs to consider the image quality when extracting the patterns. External perturbation cannot 
always be avoided since pattern recognition is often conducted under different conditions. For instance, the conditions under which 
the image is obtained for recognition to store the ‘digital key’ in the database may not be similar to the ‘authentication key’ at the 
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user’s end. The presence of complex patterns in this case instead becomes a drawback in terms of the image quality.
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To counter the dire need for high-fidelity images, image processing algorithms usually involve multiple steps such as background 
correction, color differentiation, binarization, intensity value normalization, etc. [36,37]. The final step of encoding is the recognition 
of the characteristic pattern via a certain algorithm. The algorithms in terms of this field vary and are decided by the patterns. Similar 
to fingerprint identification where the ridge information is often analyzed [19], the positions and colors of the particles are usually 
recorded pixel by pixel for particle-embedded PUFs [24,33]. When the characteristic pattern is composed of nanotubes or nanowires, 
the orientations or rotational degrees of these lines are often recorded [19,38]. In other words, color, position, and orientation are 
generally adopted as inputs.

The corresponding output information is further digitized to reduce the size of the stored data and subsequently reduce the 
time required for the authentication process [25]. It is worth noting that the input/output complexity positively correlates with the 
computational cost which we usually wish to minimize to the level that even a mobile phone is sufficient for the user.

Finally, we should consider the authentication algorithm. A widely used model to determine the similarity between two images 
is comparing them to each other [39]. Such operation is acceptable when dealing with small sets of images, but it will be very 
expensive computationally to individually compare each PUF since the database contains billions of ‘digital keys’. For this reason, 
the string matching method is usually chosen but is still quite costly when the database is huge.

In conclusion, while the aforementioned PUFs are a noteworthy advancement in the realm of anti-counterfeiting, their practical 
applications are currently restricted due to limitations arising from material selection, image acquisition methodology, and encoding 
algorithms as discussed earlier.

In this study, we present two types of biocompatible PUF microparticles that utilize microsphere diameter and coordination as 
input. They are fabricated by embedding microspheres into a biocompatible matrix, Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA). The 
first design showcases a single-diameter on-dose PUF, where randomly distributed superparamagnetic colloids (SPCs) of identical 
diameters are embedded into PEGDA. The second design features a multiple-diameter system, achieved by embedding sunflower oil 
droplets of various diameters into PEGDA using a vortex-induced oil-in-water method. These microparticles, due to their biocom-
patibility and suitability for direct application at the dosage level, are referred to as on-dose PUFs. To extract information from the 
PUF microparticles, we propose a PUF working algorithm that only requires the diameters and coordinates of the spheres as input. A 
universal Matlab program capable of circle identification and binning is used to simplify the encoding process. As color and intensity 
are not utilized as inputs, image acquisition can be accomplished using common illumination and low-magnification microscopy. 
Furthermore, the performance of the single-diameter PUF was thoroughly examined using a sample size of 16 keys and evaluated 
using the NIST Statistical Suite (National Institute of Standards and Technology). The results demonstrate that the cryptographic 
responses exhibit sufficient randomness. Additionally, the single-diameter on-dose PUF exhibits an impressive encoding capacity of 
9.2 × 1018, capable of accommodating substantial labeling requirements.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Two types of on-dose PUF microparticle

2.1.1. Single-diameter on-dose PUF

The first on-dose PUF microparticle employs single-diameter as input and its synthesis via stop-flow lithography is depicted in 
Fig. 1 (a). Firstly, a suspension containing UV-responsive oligomer PEGDA, a photoinitiator, and superparamagnetic colloids (SPCs) 
are pumped into the microchannel. After the channel is filled, flow is stopped, and an external magnetic field is imposed using a 
Halbach array magnet. SPCs align when the magnetic field is parallel to the platform and segregate homogeneously when the vertical 
magnetic field dominates, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Homogeneous and stochastic distribution of SPCs is crucial, as it serves to eliminate 
the bias in encoding from the very beginning. Thereafter, UV light passes through a mask to trigger photo-polymerization, and the 
on-dose PUF in a particle shape can be obtained (see Fig. 1 (e and f)).

Now that the diameter functions as input, microspheres are expected to be fixed in the same depth in this hydrogel microparticle 
to prevent invalid readings. Without a doubt, the settlement facilitated by gravitational force and Brownian motion will also generate 
a random scattering of SPCs at the gel bottom. Nevertheless, here, the Halbach magnet accelerates the settling speed of the colloids so 
a faster fabrication can be achieved, a benefit magnetic trapping can bring. There are several other benefits of stop-flow lithography. 
For instance, the geometry of the final on-dose PUF microparticles can be independently controlled by a mask, consequently, the 
size of on-dose PUFs can be precisely manipulated on a micron scale. Furthermore, images of each microparticle can be recorded 
simultaneously by the microscope and saved for further processing, which can boost the efficiency of digital key generation. In this 
manner, database registration can be achieved without slowing the production line. This assists in minimizing the additional cost 
incurred for the product. Together, these characteristics endow higher security of our microparticle as well as keep the cost at an 
affordable level.

In addition to the previous discussion, there might be concerns about the biosafety and cytotoxicity of this microparticle. The 
same ingredients have already been adopted by our group previously in an on-dose microparticle and their biosafety has been 
thoroughly discussed [5]. PEGDA, iron oxide nanoparticles, and polystyrene trace within SPC (daily intake <1.5 mg [40]) are 
considered biocompatible and approved for clinical applications due to their acceptable biosafety, supporting various pharmaceutical 
formulations. Furthermore, this single-diameter type can be easily applied using other biocompatible microspheres, such as synthetic 
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polymeric microspheres, which are widely used in medical applications [41].
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Fig. 1. Two types of on-dose PUF design: The single-diameter type is created by employing stop-flow lithography of superparamagnetic colloids (SPCs) within 
Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) (a). The alignment of SPCs is controlled using oriented magnetic fields, as demonstrated in (b). Initially, a suspension of 
homogeneously and stochastically distributed SPCs is obtained (d), followed by photosynthesis into microparticles. The images of the single-diameter microparticles 
before and after resin are shown in (e) and (f) respectively. On the other hand, the multiple-diameter type is produced through vortex and drop-casting of sunflower 
oil and PEGDA suspension, as depicted in (c). The homogeneous and stochastic distribution of oil droplets is first achieved as a suspension (g) and then transformed 
into microparticles via photosynthesis. The images of the multiple-diameter microparticles before and after resin are presented in (h) and (i) respectively. An array of 
hollow squares collectively serves as a reference marker to mitigate the impact of rotation or other potential variations during the authentication process.

2.1.2. Multiple-diameter on-dose PUF

A multiple-diameter on-dose PUF was prepared via drop casting of immiscible oil/water phase suspension as shown in Fig. 1 (c). 
Here, sunflower oil was used as the oil phase while PEG700 was used as the water phase. Followed by a short vortex, the suspension 
was drop cast and cross-linked by UV light. After peeling from the substrate, a glass slide in this study, a suspension containing 
various oil droplets is ready as seen in Fig. 1 (g). Moreover, this suspension can also be fabricated into particles if a mask is adopted 
as shown in Fig. 1 (h and i).

When two immiscible substances are mixed, the disperse phase will form a spherical shape due to the surface tension. This 
phenomenon is widely seen in daily life such as the oil droplets in broth. With no control, the dispersed phase tends to create 
droplets over a wide size distribution, a major factor governing the generation of the PUF pattern, being desirable for multiple 
inputs. As showcased in Fig. 1 (g), the locations at which those droplets form and their diameters are stochastic parameters. The 
randomly distributed droplets of various sizes jointly represent the fingerprint patterns. Moreover, the interface between oil and 
water is distinct for clear visualization due to their appreciable difference in refractive index. Therefore, the droplets can be observed 
under common illumination sources including sunlight. It is worth noting that there are various ways to create such a wide size 
distribution, including but not limited to sonication, homogenization, and microfluidic drop-wise emulsification [42], as well as the 
vortex as showcased in this work. In addition, advanced microspheres such as multi-compartmental microspheres fabricated by gas-
4

shearing [40,43], microspheres with protrusions and cavities in various shapes [44] can also be transplanted to this system to further 
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of working algorithm. Cryptographic keys are generated from a diameter-based PUF authentication system using (a) single diameter and 
(b) multiple diameters as input. Following proper mesh and bit assignment, the cryptographic key, i.e. the output response matrix is further processed depending on 
the bit uniformity.

improve the safety level by extremely boosting the complexity of patterns. Similarly, the concept of generating unique patterns by 
randomness is not limited to the materials shown in this work and should be readily applicable to other types of materials.

In summary, the proposed on-dose PUF that utilizes microsphere diameter and coordination as input showcases versatility. It can 
be fabricated using different methods and ingredients. In the subsequent section, we will present a universal program designed to 
extract information from these PUFs.

2.2. Working algorithm

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) schematically illustrate the working protocols of key generation using the single diameter and multiple diameters 
as input respectively. After a proper image of the PUF tag is captured and meshed per certain amounts of pixels, it is processed 
in Matlab using earlier developed algorithms Hough transform [45]. Via the 3 steps in the Hough transform, i.e., greylization, 
binarization, and circle detection, the pixel coordinates for the centers of the spheres of a certain diameter input are extracted. After 
the spheres are identified, the coordinates of the center are then used to make a binary matrix the same size as the mesh. Cells in the 
binary matrix get assigned a value of 1 when the corresponding pixel in the image contains the center of a sphere, and 0 otherwise. 
Hough transform is widely used as it saves time using no loops to get a fast circle detection. The 3 steps of the Hough transform 
are summarized in Supplementary Table S1 and showcased in Supplementary Figure S1. The MatLab code can also be found in 
Supplementary 4.3. We recognize the low-contrast optical images as showcased in Fig. 1 (d-i) can challenge image processing. To 
address this, we can employ various contrast-enhancement techniques like histogram equalization [46] and local adaptive contrast 
enhancement [47]. Additionally, methods such as Otsu’s adaptive thresholding [48] can enhance the reliability of the binarization 
process. We acknowledge the potential benefits of such techniques and their relevance in more refined applications, they may be 
beyond the scope of our current study.

Since the parameter of diameter can be arbitrarily chosen in the Hough transform, we can manipulate the number of inputs. For 
instance, for a single-diameter PUF with 5 μm spheres, a binary matrix will be returned if 5 μm is input. However, no circles will be 
detected if other diameters are input so a zero matrix will be returned instead. In this way, only the correct diameter can yield the 
desired response. We will not worry if the diameter is known by counterfeiter because the distribution of bit 1 is random so each 
response is unique, which will be demonstrated in the following section.

Stronger security can be achieved by a multiple-diameter PUF with spheres of various sizes as shown in Fig. 2 (b). We can enter 
different inputs, and each input will return a corresponding output. In this way, several layers of cryptographic keys are generated. If 
the diameters of the spheres, or say, the adopted inputs for key generation, are unknown, the attacker cannot enumerate all possible 
inputs in a short time. If known, the PUF pattern from a PUF tag with 3 different circle sizes has 4 possible responses at each mesh 
point. This large challenge–response space makes the prediction almost impossible thanks to the exponential response produced. 
Still, readout time should be taken into consideration jointly with the input number to obstruct the total enumeration of the PUF 
5
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Fig. 3. Data binning of the output response matrix. An original matrix of 512 × 512 is scaled down to (a) 256 × 256 in the first binning, and then to (b) 128 × 128, (c) 
64 × 64, (d) 32 × 32, (e) 16 × 16 and finally to (f) 8 × 8. At this point, it is apparent that the proportion of 0s and 1s is closer to 0.5.

After the matrix is assigned, a bias might show up. We can observe a significant bias toward the “1” state if the concentration of 
materials that loaded to produce circles is too high, or a bias to “0” when the concentration is too low. If we take the example of 
a 512 × 512 pixel Physical Unclonable Function (PUF), which contains approximately 28 spheres as illustrated in Fig. 3 (Response 
Binned ×1), it implies that on average, only 28 cells out of the total 512 × 512 cells in the matrix hold the value of 1. This indicates 
a significant bias towards 0 in the data, meaning that it is more probable for a cell to contain a 0 than a 1. Therefore, such data is 
more susceptible to key prediction attacks, and it is favorable to reduce the amount of 0s in this case.

There are various algorithms to reduce entropy leakage such as by utilizing a corrector. In this study, the response matrix was 
scaled down from 512 × 512 to 8 × 8 by applying data binning 6 times with a special rule applied to create the bins. The special 
rule is that the highest number in the bin is chosen to represent the bin. Since the matrix only contains the logical values of 0 and 
1, any bin containing even a single instance of the value of 1 will be represented by 1. This binning will reduce the instances of 0
appearing in the matrix thus making it more secure by decreasing bias in the final digital key while retaining the spatial arrangement 
of the spheres in the physical key. In this way, the binning process is repeated to reach a final 8 × 8 size with a total of 64 cells. An 
example of the binning process is presented in Fig. 3. It can be seen how the distribution of 1s in the initial matrix develops with 
each time the binning process is applied. It is important to emphasize that this particular rule applies exclusively to the dataset at 
hand, characterized by the presence of 28 zeros within a 512 × 512 matrix. Further insights into the effectiveness of this binning 
approach will be presented in Section 2.3. Thereafter, these response matrices can be stored in a secured database for comparison 
with the ‘authentication key’.

The CPU time and wall-clock time of this circle finding and binning of images in 2048 × 2048 pixels are measured on a laptop 
(3.0 GHz, Dell Latitude 7320, Quad-Core) using Matlab Online version. The average CPU time was 4.7 seconds while the average 
wall-clock time was 2.5 seconds. If we implement this set of codes on mainstream mobile phones that are at least equipped with 
a 2.4 GHz CPU, the wall-clock time would be about 3.2 seconds, which is expected to be within users’ acceptance considering the 
scanning time of QR code in 2953 bytes is reported to be up to 0.5 seconds [49].

Overall, such a working algorithm of key generation using diameter as inputs combined with matrix binning avoids any expensive 
imaging system and is computationally efficient. The utilization of an affordable magnification hooked to a mobile phone to capture 
images of microtags has been successfully showcased by Rehor et al. [31]. Thus reading a PUF via mobile phone by general users 
is possible. Moreover, our algorithm removes the hindrance of synthesizing biocompatible PUF tags, now that toxic fluorescence 
ingredients are unnecessary. However, a concern might arise that counterfeiters might have the potential to replicate and manipulate 
spatial patterns when given access to the tags. It’s important to note that the foremost consideration for counterfeiters would be the 
6
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Table 1

The results of the NIST test: The P-value that resulted from each test is compared with 
the significance level (𝛼 of 0.01 in the first level test and 0.0001 in the second level test) to 
come to the conclusion of whether to accept the null hypothesis that the data is random.

Type of Test Pass Rate P-Value Conclusion

Frequency Test (Monobit) 32/32 0.000954 Random

Frequency Test within a Block 31/32 0.299251 Random

Cumulative Sums (Forward) Test 32/32 0.739918 Random

Cumulative Sums (Reverse) Test 31/32 0.350485 Random

Run Test 32/32 0.178278 Random

Serial test 31/32 0.602458, 0.028181 Random

Approximate Entropy Test 31/32 0.178278 Random

Note: For a sample size of 32 binary sequences, the minimum passing rate for each statisti-
cal test is approximately 29.

but significantly incurs high replication costs, encompassing both time and financial investment. Moreover, we advise access control, 
such as restricting the number of authentications [50], to deter counterfeiters from extensively reproducing the same PUF label. This 
practice would add an additional layer of security against mass replication.

2.3. Evaluation of single-diameter on-dose PUF

2.3.1. Randomness test
A group of 16 single-diameter on-dose PUFs is produced and processed into 16 corresponding ‘digital keys’. National Institute 

of Standards and Technology statistical test suite NIST SP 800–22 is adopted to assess whether any patterns can be detected that 
make it possible to predict the bit sequence. The results are summarized in Table 1. Here we canonically choose the single-diameter 
on-dose PUFs because it represents a single input and thus is more vulnerable to attack. The resulting 16 images are 512 × 512 pixels 
in size with 0.32 μm per pixel and are provided in Supplementary Figure S2.

SP 800–22 is a widely used package to test for randomness for Random Number Generator (RNG)s [51]. Statistical testing involved 
choosing a null hypothesis (Ho) and an alternative hypothesis (Ha). For the randomness test, they are Data is random for Ho and Data 
is not random for Ha respectively. NIST SP 800-22 includes a set of 15 one-level tests and 2 two-level tests, which assess various 
aspects of randomness. Each one-level test produces one or more p-values and returns as a pass rate (i.e., the proportion of the passed 
sequences), while the two-level tests evaluate the consistency of the p-values obtained from a particular one-level test.

To assess the validity of the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis, a significance level, denoted by 𝛼, is established 
for the P-value [51]. When 𝑝 ≤ 𝛼, the null hypothesis is rejected, and the alternative hypothesis is accepted. To demonstrate that the 
data is random and the bits are uncorrelated with each other, higher P-values than 𝛼 are preferred [52]. The significance level is 
dependent on the sample size, and the minimum sample size for a specific 𝛼 can be calculated using mathematical computations [52]. 
For the first level of testing, the 𝛼 value is set to 0.01, whereas for the second level, it is set to 0.0001, as per the NIST guidelines [53].

The investigation of each test in the group of 15 requires a minimum sequence length of the bitstream under investigation. In 
this study, the bitstream being tested is the combination of the digital keys of all 16 on-dose PUFs, resulting in a total sample size 
of 1024 as shown in Figure S3. The raw data are presented in Supplementary 4.3 and the summary of the NIST randomness tests’ 
characteristics and the parameter values employed in each test can be found in Supplementary S2. Due to the short key size, only the 
tests that require a sequence length of less than 1024 are considered. Therefore, the selected tests for this study are the Frequency 
(Monobit) Test, Frequency Test within a Block, Runs Test, Longest Run of Ones in a Block, Serial Test, Approximate Entropy Test, 
and Cumulative Sums Test.

In Table 1, it can be seen that the bit stream from the digital key produced a p-value of a chi-squared (𝜒2) test and a pass rate 
in every test it was subjected to. The P-values are above the 𝛼. This means that the null hypothesis can be accepted for each test. 
Hence, the output from the on-dose PUFs is statistically random and consequently unpredictable, and thus unclonable.

2.3.2. Bit uniformity

Bit uniformity of the above 16 single-diameter PUFs is investigated and shown in Fig. 4 (a). Bit uniformity is the proportion of 1
bits in the bit sequence, which is also known as the Hamming Weight [7]. The distribution of Hamming Weights in the on-dose PUF 
system should be similar to a normal distribution. From Fig. 4 (a), the mean (𝜇) can be observed to be close to 0.5 which is the ideal 
value indicating only a low bias in the data. This indicator can be optimized by manipulating the binning times in this study as we 
have previously shown in Fig. 3. However, the binning will reduce the matrix size and consequently decrease the encoding capacity. 
This is not ideal when information-rich-PUF is needed. To avoid any unnecessary information loss, the concentration of the loaded 
SPCs is recommended to be precisely calculated before binning is applied. Furthermore, these 16 devices are obtained under the 
same equipment but with slightly different exposure, focus, contrast, and resolution. Their intra-chip hamming distance is shown in 
Supplementary Figure S5. With a mean intra-chip hamming distance of 3.589 × 10−3, In addition to that, when considering a cut-off 
7

threshold of 0.0896, the derived false positive rate stands at 1.038 × 10−10, while the false negative rate aligns at 0.
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Fig. 4. Performance characteristics in bit uniformity and Hamming distance. (a) The bit uniformity of the 16 different digitized on-dose PUF keys shows a close 
resemblance to a normal distribution and the Gaussian fit of the data produces a mean (𝜇) of 0.45 with a standard deviation (𝜎) of 0.084. (b) The pairwise Hamming 
distances of the 16 different digitized on-dose PUF keys show a close resemblance to a normal distribution and the Gaussian fit of the data produces a mean (𝜇) of 
0.49 with a standard deviation (𝜎) of 0.063. The pairwise Hamming distance can be found in Supplementary Figure S4.

2.3.3. Encoding capacity

At the same time, Hamming Distances were found for every pair of keys and shown in Fig. 4 (b). The Hamming Distance is the 
number of bits that differ at the corresponding positions in two PUF keys. 𝐶2

16 combinations are possible yielding 120 values which 
should also resemble a normal distribution when plotted (seen Supplementary S4). From Fig. 4 (b), the Gaussian fit of the Hamming 
Distance produces a 𝜇 of 0.49 and 𝜎 of 0.063 for this particular set of 16 PUFs. Since the Hamming distance is influenced by the 
similarities and differences between the keys, the 𝜇 and 𝜎 of the Gaussian fit can be used to find out the degrees of freedom of the 
PUF system by Equation (1). Using the degrees of freedom, the actual encoding capacity for this set of PUFs can be determined by 
Equation (2).

Degrees of Freedom = 𝜇 × (1 − 𝜇)
𝜎2

= 0.49 × (1 − 0.49)
0.0632

≈ 63 (1)

Encoding Capacity = 263 = 9.2 × 1018 (2)

The Hamming distance distribution for this particular set of 16 PUFs is close to the ideal value of 0.5. With a single diameter 
input and a small encoding matrix of 8 × 8 cells, the encoding capacity already approaches 9.2 × 1018 for this conical case. This 
capacity will grow exponentially with the number of inputs. It is quite promising to reach the ideal encoding capacity of PUF which 
is approximately 10300 [19].

2.3.4. Device uniqueness

Finally, the probability of similarity in corresponding bits in two random PUF keys in the system, termed as the device uniqueness, 
is evaluated. There are several traditional uniqueness metrics available to evaluate the device uniqueness, here we choose the mean 
of the inter-device Hamming distance, i.e., 𝐻𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 [7]. The outcome of 𝐻𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 ranges from 0.0 to 0.5. The worst inter-device 
uniqueness is 0.0 when all devices generate the same signature. With a growing number of devices, this value can converge to 0.5, 
the most ideal value for uniqueness metric [54].

In this study, the 𝐻𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 of the PUF system with mere 16 individual keys being investigated is calculated as 0.49, which is very 
close to the ideal value of 0.5. Thus, each key is considered as producing a unique response based on the entropy of the settling 
8

spheres.
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3. Conclusion

On-dose PUFs have emerged as an appealing solution to tackle the rampant problem of counterfeit food and pharmaceuticals, 
due to the level of security and affordability they offer. In an effort to expand the possibilities of input methods, we propose a 
PUF working algorithm that leverages both the size of embedded objects (colloids and emulsion droplets) in a hydrogel particle 
and their coordinates as inputs. This study is the first exploration of its kind to utilize these parameters in optical PUFs to the 
best of our knowledge. Building on this idea, we developed two biocompatible on-dose PUF systems that rely on the entropy of 
randomly distributed SPCs or oil droplets to demonstrate the use of single or multiple inputs. The randomness and performance of 
the single-diameter PUF were evaluated and found to be ideal. These PUF microparticles can be read with bright field illumination. 
Moreover, the algorithm is computationally efficient, allowing for easy authenticity verification by general consumers, thus creating 
a significant hindrance to counterfeiting activities.

4. Experimental setup

4.1. Materials

Poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (average Mn 700), 2-Hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (CAS No. 7473-98-5) were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich. Silicon film of thickness 20 μm for the fabrication of microchannel was obtained from MyTech Ltd. The superpara-
magnetic microsphere PS-MAG-FluoYellow-COOH-AR488 with a saturation magnetization ranging from 15 ∼ 25 𝐴𝑚2∕kg, a density 
of 1.49 g∕cm3 and a diameter of 4.54 μm was purchased from microParticles GmbH. The microsphere consists of a core made of 
polystyrene with iron oxide particles incorporated inside the polystyrene. The core is covered by a carboxyl group polymer shell with 
a thickness of 100-500 nm to prevent any leakage of the iron oxide particles to the surrounding medium. The SPCs are originally 
packaged as aqueous solutions containing 1wt% of particles that have a coefficient of variation of 5%. The sunflower oil is pursued 
from local supermarkets and used without any pre-processing.

4.2. Preparation of single-diameter PUF microparticle

A 2 cm × 1.5 cm silicon film was first cut. On it, a 1 cm × 1 cm square was hollowed out. The cut silicon film was then 
transferred to a glass slide. Two channels that connected the hollow area were carved to be used as an inlet and an outlet. After 
that, the ready channel was covered with a second glass slide and the microfluidic device was ready to use. The injected suspension 
is a mixture of photo-initiator (2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone) with PEGDA-700 at a proportion 1:20 vol% and without any 
magnetic susceptibilities tuner to assure the edibility. To get a homogeneous distribution of the SPCs, the suspension was vortexed 
and placed in a sonication bath for 30 minutes at room temperature. The stop-flow lithography is conducted as previously described 
[5]. Their images were taken with the Andor CCD camera hooked up to the microscope (Nikon Ti-E inverted) at 20× magnification.

4.3. Preparation of oil/water PUF microparticle

A mixture of sunflower oil and PEG700 at a proportion 1:20 vol% was vortexed for 1 minute. 50 μL of the suspension was 
drop-cast to a glass slide and covered with another slide. After that, the liquid film was brought under UV light for 30 seconds and 
cured. Then the microparticle is finally ready. The liquid film was also cured under UV light through a mask to get PUF particles as 
stop-flow lithography.
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